
My Correspondence with CYBERYOGI =CO= Windler 

 

[Typos and grammatical errors (including my own) are SIC] 

My initial email (16JUL16 0606 ADT): 

 
Dear sir, 

 

                I am the author of a blog which highlights the history of 

conspiracy theories, paranormal phenomena, ufology and similar obscure topics. 

I am currently doing some research for a project on the video game Polybius. 

As you may know, Polybius is a video game that supposedly surfaced in some 

arcades in and around Portland, Oregon, USA in the early 80’s and which is 

rumoured to have caused bizarre psychological effects in its players (night 

terrors, amnesia, etc.) Supposedly the data from these machines was recovered 

by government agents. 

 

                Some of the research I’ve come across has suggested that a few 

of the original Usenet postings regarding the Polybius story claimed that 

Logologie was involved somehow in the development of Polybius. Is this true? 

If not, do you know why this claim may have been made? Anything you can tell 

me regarding your history with that project would be greatly appreciated. If 

not, what about your work with conscious machines, electronic telepathy, 

neuronomic meditation etc.? Is it possible that somebody could have hijacked 

your work in this area in order to develop a ‘game’ like Polybius? 

 

                In my blog I try to write from a very unbiased perspective and 

to cover as much of the relevant detail as possible. I’m not simply 

interesting in debunking this material; I want to explore it thoroughly and 

with an open mind (the tagline I chose is “A sympathetic approach to the 

craziest ideas on Earth”). If you can provide me with any information, I 

promise to use it ethically and to avoid being disrespectful in any way. If 

you’re interested, you can find my blog at https://masksign.wordpress.com. 

 

                I anxiously await your reply. In the meantime, I hope this 

message finds you well and happy. 

 

Best regards, 

--Dominic Lacasse 

 

His response (16JUL16 2143 ADT): 

 

Dominic Lacasse schrieb: 

> 

>                 Some of the research I’ve come across has suggested  

> that a few of the original Usenet postings regarding the Polybius  

> story claimed that Logologie was involved somehow in the development  

> of Polybius. Is this true? 



 

I didn't make Polybius, otherwise the Men In Black would now go after me. 

 

I have absolutely nothing to do with it, although they ask me over and over 

again, so I wrote some text parts about it - may be I should assemble an FAQ, 

but that would likely make conspiracy folks haunt me even more. 

 

And there is no known word "Sinneslöschen" in German dictionaries. It would 

mean "sense-deleting" or "meaning-deleting" and no good (except perhaps 

lyrical) German grammar to say something like that. 

 

By the way, the "Polybius" title logo screenshot shown on various sites is 

definitely not taken from the real thing, because it is showing a raster game 

screen and you can not do such things on a raster monitor. Only vector 

monitors are capable to sync the flicker frequency of individual displayed 

objects precisely enough to the players brain wave frequencies to enable 

synchronous data transfer to the player's mind. And even this needs very 

sophisticated programming and I see no easy way how to hide such a 

neuronomical aparatus in the environment of a normal arcade video game 

machine, because to stay in sync with the players brain it would under normal 

conditions need an EEG biofeedback device (i.e. head electrodes) and likely 

also an eye tracker to place optical subliminal messages exactly in the 

players view focus. 

 

However it is plausible that with skilful programming the properties of a 

zoner game can be employed to circumvent some of these needs, but the vector 

monitor will always stay the vital key component of the system, which can not 

be eliminated. It is not too far fetched that this also may have been the true 

reason why vector displays in mid 1980ths suddenly disappeared from the civil 

market (because governments got scared by secret services about their abuse 

potential) and why they initially were mainly used for military applications. 

 

- So much about conspiracy theories... 

 

But regard that the intact human brain anyway has an immune system against 

unwanted brainwash attempts (like subliminals or hypnose), which can only be 

smashed by brutal measures like drugs or extreme exhaustion (e.g. life 

threatening torture), thus it is unlikely that a subliminal infested videogame 

can do that much harm anyway. And so far anybody finds the ROMs of Polybius 

and loads them into an emulator on a normal PC, they anyway would turn 

harmless by the lack of a vector monitor. 

 

If someone would want to trigger a suicide by subliminal, it would be most 

plausible (or rather least unplausible) to optimize it exactly on (previously 

investigated) traumatic childhood memories of a certain victim to attack him 

with his own fears. E.g. while the gamer is score-high after having a 

highscore would be a good moment to fire additional subliminals at him. The 

attack would likely need exposure over a longer time (not only once).  



 

Subliminals with generic contents (not optimized for a certain person) are not 

overly affective. Brainwash usually uses drugs or traumatic torture states to 

manipulate the brain. (A several days long gaming competition with plenty of 

sweating, dehydration and sleep deprivation may bodily come close to such a 

state - at least in sci-fi novels.) To do something evil, I would e.g. suggest 

hidden drug that is absorbed e.g. through hand skin from the arcade machine's 

joystick (remember the complaints about toxic PAC in stinky black soft 

plastic- now imagine this would be a kind of concentrated LSD). Also special 

modulated electromagnetic radiation pulsed at brain wave frequencies (like 

mobile phone radiation) could theoretically additionally mess up the gamers 

brain. The CIA brainwash project MKULTRA (websearch it) e.g. used repeated 

overdoses of electroconvulsive therapy to fry the victim's brain and delete 

his memories. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra 

 

The vector monitor only helps to sync things precisely to brain wave 

frequencies (websearch how audiovisual mindmachines work); to keep it in phase 

with given brain waves, the game would need additional inputs from EEG, but 

also the timing of joystick inputs (e.g. the rhythm with that the player 

hammers on fire buttons) or an eyetracker may give the algorithm appropriate 

feedback information. 

 

To get an idea how something really trippy can look like, watch the intro oft 

the first Dr.Who TV series from 1963: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75V4ClJZME4 

 

On my website I have some old newsgroup articles about historical zoner 

videogames. But I don't want zoners (a nowadays publically rather unknown game 

genre) to be mainly associated with evil things, so please be very careful if 

you come in mind to write in a generalized prejudiced way about them. 

 

 

                        MÖGE DIE SOFTWARE MIT EUCH SEIN! 

 

*============================================================================* 

I                  CYBERYOGI Christian Oliver(=CO=) Windler                  I 

I   (Lehrmeister der LOGOLOGIE - der ersten Religion des Cyberzeitalters!)   I 

I                                      !                                     I 

*============================ÄCHTET=DIE=BRUTALITÄT===========================* 

                            {http://Weltenschule.de } 


